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fhe Berrigan Procedures 
\"{:::, ... ATTEMPT 
-?~) CENSURE 
OF PRESIDENT 
H&S Report Other Action 
Cindy Miller, Vice President The Community Council did 
of Student Affaiis, reported to pass a motion which charged the 
Council's Committee on Student Congress the 
recommendations of the Committees with establishing a 
Humanities and Sciences. committee to design procedures 
School's Committee --on for hiring visiting faculty 
Committees concerning the members. That committ,ee must 
formation - of a newly created be set up '!Vithin two weeks. 
visiting Professor Committee. In °ther action, Assistant 
The definition, it was stated, Provqst William · Scoones 
of a visiting professor is a faculty presented a scale model of the 
member appointed ro·r at least proposed Campus Center, to be 
one half of one semester and at part of a new five floor library. 
most one year The committee A~ shown, the ce.nter will be in 
will be composed of three the first floor of the library as it 
faculty members and two - now stands, and two floors will. 
students. In the first year of ~e a~d~d to make up for the 
operation, one faculty member J!0st library sp~ce._The c_oll~g~, 
and one student will be chosen Mr. Sco_on~s said, is opturustic 
to serve for one year. The other about fu~dmg sponsors for the 
three members of the committee conStructlon. . 
· will be elected to two-year Also, council member and· 
terms. This staggering of terms is trustee Charles Broadhead was 
to insure -continuity in the as~ed . to make a study . of 
committee's purpose. Cindy mmonty: problems and living 
expressed concern that no one atmospheres on the Ithaca 
faculty member and no one College campus. His findin&:> will, 
· student be a part of the same' be_ . presented to . _President 
~ntlnued on page 2 Phillips !_JPOn completion. 
1. 
around· the nation 
Proceeding to Impeachment 
Washington-The House of Representatives has 
voted to give the Judiciary Committee broad 
subpoena powers. Peter W. Rodino (D-N.J.), 
Judiciary Committee chairman, stated that 
committee members · would be "shirking our 
responsibility'.' if President • Nixon were not 
personally summoned to testify before the 
·committee with regard to his conduct as President. 
The House Judiciary Committee has been assigned 
the job of totally investigating the possibilities of 
impeachment. Rodino asserts that such . an 
investigation would be incomplete unless Nixon 
personally responded to the allegations against 
him. 
Around the World for 84 Days 
Houston-America's manned space program came 
to an indefinite conclusion this week, as the three 
astronauts of the final Skylab mission safely 
splashed down in the Pacific. The crew, which 
broke the space endurance record of fifty-nine 
days with their 84 day flight, were said to be in 
better physical condition upon re-entry than the 
two previous crews. \ 
Indian Revolt? 
St. Paul -Russell Means and Dennis J. Banks, two 
of the defendants in the Wounded Knee trial 
which began here this week, issued statements that 
"In_dians are ready to revolt against having theiI;, 
h_entage and traditions crushed by an unfeeling 
f~d~ral bureaucracy". The two are being charged 
with ten counts of felonies. Last year, both men 
led an armed Indian takeover of the sacred village 
of Wounded Knee, to dramatize the need for 
Government reform with' regard to Indian Affairs 
, . 
Food For the Poor 
Berkeley-The daughter of newspaper executive 
/ Randolph A. Hearst is being held for a ransom 
' which would give every poor person in California 
$70 worth of food. Patricia Hearst was kidnapped 
last · week hy members of the Symbionese 
Liberation Army. If the ransom is met, Hearst 
would be expected to supply three hundred 
million dollars worth of food throughout the state. 
He:irst·has said he will do ·everything in-his power 
to n:ie~t the demands, but added with a note of 
pess1m1sm that it will be hard for him to do so. · -
around the- world 
Solzhenitsyn Exiled 
Moscow-After refusing twice to answer questions 
b~fore Russian authorities regardin~ the release of 
lus latest book to western publishers dissident 
writer Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn wa~ forcibly 
removed from his apartment and placed under 
arrest hy Soviet police this wee~ Within hours of : 
the arrest, Solzhenitsyn was stripped of his Soviet 
Citizenship and ordered into exile. He was then 
i~mediately flown to· West Germany, where he 
will remain indefinitely. The new book, entitled 
The Gulag Archipelago, is a commentary an the 
atrocities of the Soviet prison system under Lenin 
and Stalin, and made Solzhenitsyn a victim of 
vicious attacks by the Soviet press in the last few 
weeks. 
The Silent Battie 
London-British coal miners walked off the job in 
a nationwide strike early this week. Britain's 
economy is threatened with devastating 
consequences as a result of the strike. The-major 
effr~ts of the strike, however, are not expected to 
be felt for awhile, until British industry becomes 
starved for power and materials. 
Four Nation Arab Conference 
Cairo-Arab leaders of four nations are said to be 
scheduling a meeting later this week in Algiers. 
The nations; · Egypt, Syria, Saudi Arabia and 
Alg_eria; are said to have hopes of defining ; joint 
po!Jcy on the Arab oil embargo against the United 
S~ates, a~ well as the possfbility of Egypt resuming 
diplomatic relations with America. Another item 
expec!ed. to be discussed -is the .disengagement of 
troops in the lsraeli~Syria'n· fi'i)nt': · ., ·" · · 
. . . 
_St~dyin_g The 
-H&S Future. 
By Mark Engstrom 
The recent action by the 
Ithaca College Administration to 
retract the teaching · offer to 
Father. Daniel Berrigan, has 
~erved as a catalyst in bringing 
important, and -unanswered 
questions before the colleg; 
ommunity. One of the most 
important of these questions 
Pertains to the School of 
Humanities and Sciences. This 
question deals with the purpose 
and -- value · of ·a liberal arts 
education at Ithaca College. 
A meeting was ·tield in the 
Crossroads on Tuesday of this 
week, where the School of 
Humanities an:tl Sciences sought 
to perform a self-evaluation 
concerning the value of the 
educational experience they 
offer. This meeting was attended 
by various members of the H&S 
faculty and student -body, as 
well as H&S Dean Ted Baker 
and Assistant Deans Dan Finla; 
and Stev_e Warland. The meeting 
gave anyone the chance to air 
their opinions on the state of 
H&S, and to offer any ideas that 
might serve to 'improve the 
school. 
One of- the central. questions 
which frequently entered into 
the discussion, dealt with the -
re 1 at i o nship and ·interaction 
between Humanities and 
Sciences and the professional 
schools within the college. Many 
of the faculty and students 
present felt that Humanities and 
Sciences should be· free to hire 
their own visiting professors, 
without interference from any 
of the .other schools. To this 
point Dean Baker noted that this 
was the way in which 
uniyersiti.es -_operated. If a 
university ·system' was to be 
employed at Ithaca College, 
students would more or less be 
confined to -the ·class offerings 
within - their respective schools, 
and not enjoy the present 
diversity in courses. This remark 
brought negative responses from 
some of the crowd on the 
_grounds that even with the 
· present system it is hard to find 
openings in many of the courses, 
outside of one's own school. 
The Professions 
,, . - "· . 
IIJOOC tr.6:t. 
~he NeXt- Step 
' 
By Gordon Mueller 
On- Monday_ February I i a 
meeting was- held in ·the, Union· 
Cafeteria to further discuss the 
Daniel Berrigan . situation. 
Although there were much fewer 
people t~!1n at previous 
meetings, due, it was felt, to 
very poor publicity of the event, --
the overall concern was not to 
let the issue die in the minds of 
Ithaca students. 
The present question raised 
by the Steering· Committee· of 
Concerned IC Students is their 
desire to have two demands in 
their seven point platfonn 
satisfactorily answered. These'· 
are 1) "That President Phillips 
publically present a complete 
explanation of the sequence of 
events which led both to the 
decision to offer Father Berrigan 
a position at I.C. and the 
subsequent decision to withdraw 
that offer", and, 2) "That the 
President fully disclose the 
~ource of ai:i,y input h~ received 
._m the process of making his 
decision and in what form ,that 
input came to him." 
It was emphatically stated 
that the purpose of the 
committee was not ·to be simply 
a bunch of muckrakers but to 
point out the implicatio~s of the 
actions in the case. Also, the 
student leaders said that they 
didn't want to know who was 
responsible for the inp.uts, but 
:what the inputs· said and why 
they were sent to th~ college 
hierarchy. To quote the 
committee, "Our concern does 
not lie in further chastisement of 
the Administration. Rather, we 
simply desire to know and 
und_erstand those forces external 
to H & S which·· seem to have 
exerted significant influence 
over its development. Is it 
possible . tp.a~ H _ & S may be a 
pawn to forces lying both within 
and without th·e I.C. 
community?" The emphasis now 
s~ems t_o be on .t!J.e question of 
the independence of H & S 
rather than the pros and cons of· 
hiring Daniel Berrigan. In fact 
Berrigan's name was only 
mentioned once early in the 
evenin.s. 
What Now? 
The meeting was aimed at 
determining what the students 
should do next, after last 
Thursday night's defeated 
motion to censure the President. 
at Community Council. 
Probably t·he· most 
controversial proposal was to 
bring the President up before the 
judicial code for hindering the 
..education of students here~ This 
was disapproved by many 
present, the question being 
raised as .to whether a student 
could bring such action up. The 
overall effect this action would 
hav~ was also questioned, as it 
was · pointed · out that tne 
·purpose was not to punish 
people but to get to the bottom 
of the issue. Oth~r alternatives, 
it was felt, should be considered. 
A more popular proposal was 
to take some action concerning ' 
the Board of Trustees. Many felt 
that the President would not be 
saying any more and that those 
people even higher than him 
should be approached. One 
proposal that met with favorable 
reactions was to send the Board 
large amounts of letters from 
concerned students. In'particular 
the Board chairman, David 
Laub, who is also the Chairman 
of Marine Midland Bank in 
Buffalo·. More information will 
probably be .ftrailable later but 
students could write to Mr. Laub 
at the above address· if they 
wished to make their views 
apparent to those at the top. 
One'disadvantage 'to:approa'ching 
the truste~s is that they don't 
meet until February 21, which is 
close.to the .spring break. , 
Many people present_· were 
afraid that student interest 
would disintegrate over a ·period 
of time. -Everyone present agreed 
that action must be taken 
quickly to keep the issue fresh. 
Three Options 
Three· options seemed still 
available. The first was further 
legal action (i.e. the Board). The 
second was to engage in various 
· k "extra-legal" activities,. which Fun _ ,uncls include the possibility of sit-ins 
Dan Finlay remarked_that the" or even student strikes.-It was 
~oals of H&S could very well be Continued from page I evident that much more.student 
polar to the goals of the division of a school. interest would have to - be 
professional schools. The The proposed purpose of the generated before such activities 
Assistant Dean pointed out that Visiting Professor Committee could be even considered. The 
the professional schools have will be a) to establish .guidelines third option was to combine 
very definite goals and aims for of a visiting .Professorship in both legal and. extra legal 
their students to achieve. On the writing, b) to examine each· activities. This option met with 
other hand, .the goals of the school's procedure on campus the greatest support of those 
liberal arts student are many c) to receive and· to examin~ present. A significant number of 
times vague and uncertain, and offers, d) to communicate their people, however, felt that all 
could be contrary to those of finding.st'! · the Provost. legal methods should be tried 
the professional students. Differences among committee before undertaking any other 
Apparently, it was felt the members and also between the activities. 
professional schools don't truly committee itself'and the Provost _ After the meeting, many 
appreciate the needs of the must be put in writing, and a people met to discuss how to 
liberal arts students, and meeting will then· be held to work for further action. A 
therefore aren't in the best of discuss the disputes. ·This spokesman_ for the group felt. 
positions to make judgements on Visiting Professor Committee that the meeting had been a 
issues such as Father Berrigan will be ,responsible to mixed success. He was 
en t.ering Humanities and Community Council." These are disappointed at the small 
Scienced as a visiting -professor. only recommendations at the turri-out, but happy that a larger 
No substantial solution was moment. group of people were willing to 
found to deal· with the problem work in the committee and 
of finding a definite. direction mobilize for further·action. (The 
for the School of Humanities Hate List focus at the moment is on the 
and Science.s. The problem of · . teach-ins held on February the· 
how to deal with the lack of Secretary of State Henry .. ·tw~fth "in' the( Crossro·aw 'and a 
academic awareness on the part Kissinger was voted "the most meeting planned- for Wednesday. 
of so·me liberal arts students was favored man in- politics" oy the the 13th,) The success· of the 
discussed, but no course of 1973 visitors to Madame activities.seem to_hinge on two 
action was decided. ·one of the Tussaud's Wax· Museum in factors. The first is .time - for 
feelings voiced on the problem . London. everyone :present felt th'at ·a~tion 
of academic awareness was that -~singer w·on t~e honor by shout<! be taken lest' tht?~tudent 
the problem was not with the beating o_ut Israeli Premier Golda bo~y toose interes~ . ci.lter .. _ the· 
students wno enter H&S but ' Meir, who finished second:· · ·vacation period. The· second is 
rather with what was done'. with , · President Nixon was not getting students' ·from the· entire 
~em when they actually. became forgotten, however. Nix.oil. was. . college .. commun,ity interested 
ii;iv!l~V~d in the school. Many felt v~ted "the most hated. and even· though" the··. Berri~ 
thaJ the goals of a liberal arts .feared man", edging out both si4}ati~n concetns:mainly- those 
education· should .be aefmed so _ Ad~lph_ Hitler,· who finished · in·~~- Scho.91-~f H~ariitles and 
. '{~ql}_Ei SfP.5\~9!··,ffi8Y,,JP.Q~.f.l.1!J.y secomh·i;,md :~ck the '-R.;,pper;' Stj.,en'ces. The.~ue."ih'.ey' say',. has" 
'' . 
. ,, 
,
1
appdin~e~~~1,~~~,h.i,s;,~~~tl<m,is wAA·lfil!ffi,,~cJ t 1. J · ' · · · imP~!,~Jlflllrh,dfl>rits an~;_ 
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·=, ·. -H&S SCHOOL SETS 
. · :PRECEDENT· 
. ,·· . 
·. The SchoolofHµmanitles·and 
Sciences ':has ·. sef. a . pre¢eaent at 
Ithaca . College by setting up a 
system for · the evaluation of 
their Dean. The Humanities and 
Sciences Faculty Council ·has 
established a committee to draw 
up procedures for the evaluation 
and• a - committee to carry out 
the evaluation. They hope to 
have their work done by the end 
of the semester. 
The committee set up to 
handle the evaluation of Dean 
Theodore Baker will ~e made up 
of five H&S faculty members, 
one · H&S student, one staff 
member, one outside faculty 
member, and one dean. 
Nicknamed CTED (Committee 
To Evaluate the Dean), the 
committee will send out 
questionnaires, summarize the 
data, draw conclusions and make 
recommendations. The 
committee hopes to get input 
from all segments of the Ithaca 
College Community. 
Professor Shirley Hockett, 
Chairman of the H&S Faculty 
Council, said that the origin~ 
idea for·such an evaluation came 
abo11t when the H&S school was 
looking .for · a new dean about 
three years" ago~ 'befoie-:Da1ccr . 
became dean,. but .nothing was · 
done· about it until recently. She 
also said that thd idea for· such 
an· evaluation came long before 
.the Berrigan issue, in which 
Baker has been very actively 
involved. She doe's feel, however, 
that during the evaluation the 
Berrigan -issue will .,come into 
play in people's feelings and 
attitudes toward the Dean. 
Dean Baker isn't upset about 
the evaluation, in fact he .sees it 
as a very useful tool. He feels 
_that it is part of his job as dean 
to accept input and then be 
accountable for his actions, if 
ne.cessary. He s;ud "You really 
can't expect that that many 
people are going to like whaL 
you do ... and that's part of the 
job." He feels the lead has been 
taken by the H&S school· and 
expects the other departments 
to follow that lead as far as 
evaluating administration 
members. 
AN ALTERNATIVE 
FOR WOMEN 
Forum----
Continued from page I 
fa~ty", the President said, "I 
do~t believe I made any· stress 
on financial matters." 
Pressure? 
When asked as to what kind 
of pressure the President 
received to rescind the offer he 
stated, "I didn't really receive 
any pressure at all." 
One item which was cleared 
up at the meeting concerned the 
source of feedba'ck which 
reached the President before 
January twenty-ninth. The 
President was in '<the midst of a 
Florida vacation when the story 
.::onceming Berrigan's possible 
hiring was reported in the press. 
The feedback, then,, was 
accepted by Provost Frank 
Darrow, who repeated the same 
to President Phillips over the 
phone. 
BAKER - Contln_ued from page I 
Ithaca College students 
seeking information on birth 
control, venereal disease, 
problem pregnancy and related 
areas, now have a place to. go 
other than the health center. It's 
Student Health . Counseling, 
located in the basement of dorm 
10. Formerly Women's Health 
Counseling, the student ·run 
organization has been set up in 
conjunction with the Health 
Center to provice a more 
comfortable atmosphere for 
students who may otherwise be 
embarrassed to obtain needed 
information. 
When this was learned, 
students asked the Provost to 
address them. He then disclosed 
that the number of reactions 
transmitted to him .numbered 
close to fifty or sixty. 
Apparently a number of those 
were from parents who would 
not continue paying the bill for 
their child at Ithaca College, or 
would ad vise prospective· the decision to rescind the offer. 
"The president, on the basis of what 
(input) he had gotten," asserts 
tlie H&S dean, "decided the 
uncertainty was such and the 
reaction was such, that the 
withdrawal should be mad~." 
The dean then, by his own 
account, · had only a "few 
minutes" to think "this thing 
through". Having only the 
option to concur or not to 
concur, he "did some hard 
thinking" and decided to concur 
with the President's decision. He 
then wrote the letter of 
withdrawal, feeling himself to be 
· 'the · proper administrator", 
having co-ordinated the effort so 
far. 
'Irregularity 
Dean Baker also put forth two 
points that have been proffered 
by others in explanation and 
defense of the actions taken. 
The irregularity of the 
situation, he says, gave rise to 
abnormal handling of the affair. 
Nothing like this had ever 
-happened before; Never before 
had a visiting professorship been 
set up. This, in combination 
with the time and input factors, 
called for special action, or so it 
was felt-and taken. 
Robin Weston, a spokesman 
for the group, emphasizes the 
fact that it is now a co-ed -
organization, open to both males 
and females, and with men and 
women on the staff. Students 
are encouraged to come in or 
call (274-3171 or X3171) 
anytime between 7 and 11 pm 
Monday thro1,1gh Thursday for 
consultations or to look through 
the SHC library of health-r~lated 
literature. The hours will be 
extended soQn: Couples are 
expecially encouraged to coJ1J.e 
in because, as Robin says, none 
of the topics discussed are a 
"one person issue". -
The staff itself consists of 
four m_embers of last year's 
Women's Health Counseling, and 
twelve trainees. The students 
meet informally on Sunday 
afternoons to discuss counseling 
procedures and to get to know 
each other better in an effort to 
promote freer exchange of ideas 
and information. During the 
week, more rigorous training is 
provided by Dr. David 
Hammond, Director of the 
Health Center. 
, students not to enroll here. 
The rest of the meeting was 
dominated by faculty members 
who wished to bring up specific 
points about the issue. 
Professor of English Ashur 
Baizer believes that the President 
enroached on a matter that is 
usually under the faculty's 
jurisdiction, and- recommended 
that the American Association 
of University Professors initiate 
an. independent inquiry on 
· "faculty right.s and 
responsibilities." 
Regarding another aspect of 
the issue, Baizer questioned the 
initial reccomendation to hire 
Berrigan. His dispute apparently 
centers around Berrigan's recent 
speech concerning Israel. 
Acc.ording to Baizer, "I wonder 
in fact if we should welcome 
him . as a member of this 
faculty." 
A resP'onse to Professor Baizer 
came from Education Professor 
Bea Goldman, who spoke as 
another Jew. "I can only say 
myself that I am convinced that 
he (Berrigan) is not 
anti-semitic." 
Those involved, i.e. Dean 
Baker, Ms. Dickinson, the 
Provost, the President, as had 
not expected a reaction of such 
great strength, as well. "I was 
very much · surprised, and 
shocked by the nature of the 
'responses, and sources,'' said 
By the meeting's end one 
important point had been 
established. A committee to deal 
with formulating procedures for 
the hiring of visiting professors 
was to be set up under the 
direction of Provost Darrow. 
That committee will be allowed 
.to work retroactively, and 
President Phillips said he would 
support the committee's 
fintiings .. 
Dean Baker. The reaction UNIQUE JUDICIAL 
gh · board are replaced by three though was enou to tu~ the CODE AT I.C. staff, faculty, or administration 
tide to withdrawal. 
"I can~t say what I would members, respectively. Most 
Ithaca College has what is other codes do not allow for this 
have done," says Dr. Baker, probably one of the most unique ty f fl "bil"ty 
however, "had I been in his ( the pe O exi 1 • judicial codes in the country. So far this year, eighty-two 
president's) position. As Dean, According to Dave Knowlton, cases have been tried before 
.. my responsibilities are differe:n,t. D~puty Judicial Administrator, hearing boards. Most of these 
I haven't even attempted to LC. was the first copege to have cases, according to Knowlton, 
. spe"culate what I would have a judicial code that applies not have involved thefts on ,campus, 
done. I did some hard thinking, only •'l students, but staff, particularly shoplifting. There 
and decided to concur with the faculfy md administration as have been some assault cases, 
President's decision. well. In fact, Knowlton says, and many cases dealing with the 
The dean., as everyone forty to fifty schools throughout - removal and unauthorized use of 
concerned, ·a1so feels the affair the countty have requested parking permits. In accordance 
wa·s mishandled. G·iven copies of the code to examine with the code, details are 
hindsight, he_ feels he used "bad for possible implementation of confidential, Knowlton says. 
judgment". But for a dean of 2¼ some of its more unique aspects. An important part of the 
yeam~· trying to · further the One of the main facets of the Judicial Code has to do with fire 
- growth. of academia· and open up code that sets it apart from prevention. During the· last few 
higher . roads_ to learning, the others is the composition of the weeks, all the dorm rooms on 
failure · here, even with silver bearing- bo;:i.rds. A case involving cam pus . -were inspected for 
. linings, ·may ..have. special two students against each othei:, possible fire hazards as outlined 
signitlcance .. for.· the man in_ - or a ·case involving the college in tlie Judicial Code. 
·-H~nianHies .. _and . Sciences. comri;iunity against a student is The new co._de. was _first 
Alth()~ .. there, . Viiµ, be m~re heard before a board consisting implemented at Qi~ beginning of 
. ·:chan~--a,nd. atte~~,-to. !ai:ie · of four:students/one faculty, the fall:s~mester m 1972. The 
. ,, the_ ~b-er ~f, ~?dP~~ .:'!,lt!tin. one staff and-one administration first reV1S1on, was approved by 
·,.th~·c~~e~.~-·~::-P.artie~:··: member., If '·the case.-involves the president and the 
around the campua 
STUDENT MEDITATORS 
Students interested in silent meditation of any 
sort will be pleased to hear that there are now 
facilities available on campus for their use. Due to 
noise problems in the dorms, students have 
requested and obtained Library Seminar room 3 
for this purpose. The hours this facility will be 
available are: Monday· 4:30-7:00, Tuesday 
4:00-7:00, Wednesday 4:30-7:00, Thu~day 
5:00-7:00, and Friday 4:00-7:00. There will be 
additional ·information posted on the door of 
Library Seminar Room 3, first floor in the library . 
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED 
Youth Bureau nee~s volunteers to work in new 
pre-school education program with 3 to 4 year 
olds. Time commitment would be approximately 3 
hours per week on any weekday. 
Greater Ithaca Activities Center (G.I.A.C.) 
needs volunteers to work on public relations for 
the Center at any time, or in Saturday educational 
tutoring project with neighborhood youth, at 
times to be arranged. 
Befie Sherman School needs a volunteer familiar 
with Japanese to act as English tutor for an 
elementary school aged child, on any school day 
during any school hours. 
Mainline needs volunteers to work in 
recreational program with · youngsters at the 
Hancock St. Housing Development while the 
parents attend an adult program, Saturday 
evenings 8 to 10 pm. 
- Day Care and Child Development needs aids to 
help in--day care homes, at times to be arranged 
with aids. 
For information call Lori Hultgren, Coordinator 
of Community Service at x3323(from 9 am to 12) 
or x3'26 l after 12 noon, or call the Voluntary 
Action Center, 272-9411 Monday ihru Saturday 
from 9 am to 1 pm. 
PHILLIPS AIR 
WICB-FM will conduct a live interview of 
President Ellis L. Phillips, Jr., Friday, on "Ithaca 
Happenings". Interviewing Mr. Phillips will be 
Roger Chiocchi, the show's host, and Gary Bruce, 
WICB campus news director. "Ithaca. Happenings" 
starts at 6:45 p.m. 
EAT IT 
Saga Administrative Corporation has recently 
add$two new features to its food service in the 
snacR bar. On weekends, patrons can eat all the 
pancakes they want for $.93, between the hours of 
10 and 11 :30 a.m .. Also, hot dinners are being 
served in the campus quick food establishment 
with a price normally arouf!d $1.25. That's 
between 5 and 7 p.m., Monday through Thursday. 
CHAPLIN FILMS 
Charlie Chaplin's "The Tramp" and "The 
General" with Buster Keaton will be shown at the 
Tompkins County Public Library on Tuesday, 
February l 9, at 7:30 P.M. All are welcome. 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
Are you interested in a career in social work? 
Are you interested in attending a graduate school 
in social work? Judy Daniels, a 1973 graduate in 
sociology from Ithaca College, who is presently a 
graduate student at the University of Pennsylvania 
Graduate School of Social Work, will be meeting 
with all interested students to give them firsthand 
information on admission to graduate school, 
graduate school programs and the realities of 
graduate school study. The meeting, sponsored by 
the Department of Sociology in cooperation with 
the Office of the Dean of Humanities and _ 
Sciences, will be held on Monday, February 18, at 
3:00 p.m. in Rdom 108 of Friends Hall. 
WORLD OF MUSIC 
Piano Concertos will be featured this Saturday 
on WICB FM's World of Music. Host Jeff Lewis 
traces the progress of the concerto from the 
classical period to modern times. World of Music is 
presented each Saturday morning at 11 :30. 
ONE OF A KIND 
WICB FM presents the talented Miss Dionne 
Warwicke on Irene Yellon's One of a Kind . 
Saturday night at 10: 15, Irene will feature the 
sounds of the award-winning protege of.. Burt 
B2.charach and Hal .Pavid:-~~ Dion~-Warwicke . 
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~e~d itori ~ 11 ... By Our Silence, CondOnedlt 
The life"is now quickly Ieavmg wnat, ror 1a1:Jt of a better ~erm, can But they're not. So who is to blame for their non-interest? Who 
be called "The Berrigan affair". To everything there is a time and can be blamed for their absence? The faculty? The administration? 
this may have had its. President Phillips? 
The pronounced "end" of the affair may hit many students and We stand up and take notice when we see a nice fire burning, but 
especially the Steering Committee to the quick. Their most major we don't ever check out to see if we have already burnt. Actions 
concern, and rightly so, is not to let the issue die. It should not, but take place perhaps unbeknownst to us. But there are few who are 
the death process has already begun. concerned before it is too late. If we are showing our concern at all 
check points along the way' there would be much more weight 
behind our convictions. But how hollow is the sound of voices which 
only call out in the perfect perspective of 20-20 hindsight ... 
To counter the rigor mortis which develops so quickly here, an 
assortment of legal and "extralegal" measures have been proposed. 
However, there is just so long you can beat a dead horse, before it 
starts to rot and smell. Spirited letter-writing, sit-ins, strikes-they're 
all short term measures. What then? 
The facts cannot be undone. Actions, and non-actions, cannot be . 
~edone. But before we sit in judgment of others, we should sit in 
Judgment of ourselves and see if we really have the right to do what 
"What then" has always been here. The answer to the problem, 
the way to keep checks on procedure, the way to protect academic 
integrity, has always been here. We've heard it many, many times 
but still we do not learn. How can we ask others, such as those cited 
in this case, to act to correct these matters, when we will not? How 
many of us ever go to Community Council? How many ever go to 
Student Congress?, How many go to curriculum and faculty review 
meetings'/ The list of avenues for the concerned goes on and on. But 
how mai:iy are concerned, except after the fact? 
· we have been doing. The responsibility does not stop with the 
administration or faculty. And .jt does not stop when this "affair" 
dies. Unle~s we let it. 
The process of protecting academic integrity is an ongoing thing. 
It isn't just threatened once every couple years. It happens every 
week. The amount of students· that turned up last week at 
Community Council to censure President Phillips should be there 
every week .. The amount that was at Student Congress to further the 
committee platform should be there everv week. 
BERRIGAN 
February 8, I 974 
To the Editor: 
I am deeply concerned at Dan 
Berrigan's not coming here. lie 1s 
dearly compefcnt to teach, the 
felony of which he .was 
rnnvicted b akin to Henry 
Thoreau's imprisonment for 
refusing to pay taxes in support 
of the war. I hope Ithaca College 
would not have refused to allow 
Thoreau to teach here. I am 
sorry that we cannot all talk 
with Dan, learn from him, and 
Finally, it is incomprehensible 
to me that the Board of 
Trustees, nearly all from very 
conservative and business 
backgrounds, was _not presented 
the ~~trongest possible case for 
Dan's hiring before the press 
release hit them and their circle 
of associates. Again, I feel 
ce1tain that had proper 
negotiations with the Board 
heen carried on beforehand, we 
would all be looking forward to 
Spring Semester I 975 with 
much anticipation. The Board is 
conservative and non-academic, 
but it is neither anti-academic 
nor unreasonable. 
President Phillips then did 
Now that the fury ovu! ~rig! ,Jh!:' ! l,o~~ o~ !~ol~~v!n, 
subsided somewhat, one should put the entire were consulted. 
incident into perspective. While it is tru~. that . There are other disturbing questions. Should 
President Phillips is the person responsible for the one component of Ithaca College be permitted to 
overall handling of Father Berrigan's appointment, embroil the entire college community into 
one. must keep in mind that quite often the controversies of this kind? What steps are being 
President must rely on advice and/or input from taken to prevent such a thing from happening in 
others. And there are "others" in this case. . . . the future? 
Father Berrigan's appointment to a faculty The President's critics accused him of stifling 
position originated within the School of so-called "academic freedom." What about the 
Humanities and Sciences. Even so, only a handful "academic freedom" of all those on campus who 
of faculty in H & S knew about it. If, as it was were opposed at this time to in appointment to 
subsequently proved to be the case, this was not Father Berrigan? , 
letters 
an ordinary appointment, why was the majority of • President Phillips has been the sole subject of 
the H & S faculty and students kept in the dark? criticism in the Berrigan case. Perhaps others are 
All the implications of such an appointment, and equally to blame for not advising the President 
~efinitely the timi_ng,_ should have been considered properly and for allowing this case to disrupt 
. carefully. campus life. 
It was clearly understood from the beginning 
that such an appointment would also- have an Identity Withheld On Request 
argue with him. 
Once having said tha~. I still 
cannot he too critical of the 
~es:isjon .to. withdraw .the qffer 
( though some aspects of that 
decision trouhle me, hut more of 
that later). I hclieve that the 
decision to rescind the offer was 
necessitated hy the manner in 
which the offer was made. Even 
al the II & S level. consultation 
with faculty was extremely 
n11nimal. Not one memher of my 
department was consulted in any 
way. In fad, only a very few 
faculty in all of II & S were even 
111for111cd. mu.ch less consulted. 
Thl' result was that many faculty 
who genuinely wanted Dan to 
come here were drngrmed that 
I) they were absolutely 
uninformed of the matter and 2) 
they did not know what 
arrangements were matk with 
which departments or even what 
courses werl' involved. Thus. 
during the period ht·tween the 
press relt:ase of the offer to Dan 
and the news of its withdrawal. 
the faculty of ll & S were not 
solidly behind the offer, not for 
1 deological reasons (although 
this might have been an issut.' 
with a frw) hut becanst.' the 
decision to ma kc the oflt.'r 
seemed arbitrary and contrary to 
the principles on whid1 a trut.' 
collegt.' ··community .. can ht' 
built. 
But the failure of consultation 
and even L·ommon professiona I 
courtesy continued throughout 
the affair. No faculty in any 
other school or division was 
ve impact outside H & S and yet none of the deans 
what am sad to say he ========================================== 
probably had to do in r~scinding to teach here a man who looms 
th.e o~f~~- to Dan Berngap: ?t-e_ · significantly ,in the history of the 
·are
1 
a pnvat~ co
1
llege bf~lanci~I • i'960's because outside pressure 
r~t 1er precarious Y on a: mancia dissuaded it. Does this mean that 
llghtr?pe. _Let ~s SUP_POse t~at every faculty member is put on 
the financial d1fficult1es which notice to avoid not · t d 
h I d f h
. . one y an 
may ave resu te rom . mng political activism because the 
Dan would have resulte~ m the administration will put up 
firing of_ fifty members· of the little fight for him or her as ~~ 
community. Let me te~l you, we did for Dan Berrigan? 1 do not 
would not lose ad~mistrators_ know, but I think all is not lost. 
(we would probably hire another 
,to supervise the firings). We 
would lose staff--grounds crew, 
safety division personnel, 
janitors and cleaning 
help--people with families, 
mortgages, grocery bills and 
little enough income as 1t is. The 
reason they would lose their jobs 
would not have heen that Dan 
Berrigan taught here. It would 
he that his hiring was handled in 
an a rhitrary manner which 
alienated many people that 1t 
need not have The President 
acted from a corner others 
painted him into in the hest 
interest of the sch<"ol as he sav 
it. 
Now for the matters which 
disturb me most concerning the 
decision to rescind Dan's 
offer-and even hert.' I am 
somewhat optimistic. In four 
years at Ithaca College I have 
never felt in any way 
intimidated, or that my 
academic freedom has been in 
· any jeopardy whatsoever. It 
gives me pause though to think 
that Ithaca College did not hire 
I do not see the corpse ot 
academic freedom at Ithaca 
College. Certainly· the faculty 
has hardly acted as though 
intimidated in the wake of the 
affair. Nor do l think it likely 
that the financial supporters and 
Board of Trustees will set up a 
plumbers · group to spy on 
faculty here. For that matter, I 
do not think they will threaten 
our academic freedom and 
integrity at all-provided that we 
treat them with the courtesy of 
asking their advice on major 
decisions in the future and that 
we ·, be willing at least to try 
to persuade them to our view. 
No, we should not blame 
President Phillips for his decision 
to revoke the offer to Dan ·· 
whom I .genuinely wish could 
teach here. An arbitrary offer 
has simply bred an arbitrary 
·revocation. Many made mistakes 
along the way in this sad and 
embarrassing affair. If the 
students are upse't about 
non-involvement in the decision 
to rescind, so too should they 
wonder about knowing nothing 
of the offer before the 
Associated Press. Incidentally, 
wh1'ever released the 
information· to WTKO and the 
Associated Press before matters 
were finalized did this college a 
grievous harm. 
Finally, let me point out that 
the Board and the College's 
supporters acted emotionally 
and in not a little panic upon 
hearing of the Berrigan 
appointment. We are no better 
than they. 1 have seen precious 
little calm deliberation among 
the faculty or the students in 
reacting to the revocation. Let 
us stop screaming at each other 
an·d calling the outside 
supporters monsters. I think Dan 
w,_ould ask us to meet with them 
and talk. 
Paul W. McBride 
Assistant Professor of History 
Bookstore Investigations' 
To the Editor: 
It seems that a lot of innocent 
people have been going through 
or having some sort of 
psychological hassle, mainly 
because of some indiscriminate 
naughty finger pointing by a' 
particular employer of the 
·bookstore. Yeah! She scopes 
you out with ex-sasp aides, 
approaches you and asks to step 
into the bookstore and let it all 
hang out (the pockets that is). If 
you try to protect yourself (and . 
your private parts), she calls 
safety and they do it for her in 
the privacy of their office. 
Seriously, a lot of students 
have been going through this 
kind of thing in the past few 
weeks; Most have been innocent. 
Those that are innocent have 
been subjected to - something 
called "under investigation". I 
Continued on page five 
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and depend on good relations 
with segments of the outside 
community which might not 
agree with the sentiments of my 
first paragraph. This is not to say 
that the professional schools 
should be able to vet0 who H & 
S shall hire. Rather. I suggest 
that the time to· head off un-
favorable reaction was 6efore 
the Associated Pressannounced to 
the world th.at it knew 
something which the rest of the 
I.C. community did not. ' · 
wrou.ght 1-rvn 
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Capital 
.. e~rruption 
Capitalism is responsible for the continuing 
destruction of this rock we call Eartli and all of its 
inhabitant!:~ How does capitalism destroy the 
physical aspects of this planet? It viciously rapes 
the Earth of its natural resources. And for what 
purpose? Profit. But the defenders of this creature 
would argue, "People need jobs, people need 
goods, mankind needs progress". Superfluous 
bullshit. There is one and only one motivating 
force behind capitalism: the quest for cash profit. 
In addition, as ·capitalism transforms natural 
resources into manufactured goods it continues its 
destruction. It .poisons air and water and in turn 
kills various forms of life. 
The creature does not stop with the devastation 
of the environment. It also exploits and destroys 
human· beings. Witness the exploitation of third 
world people across the globe at the hands of 
capitalism. Give some thought to the violence that 
was used to preserve European colonial regimes. 
And realize that these regimes were a natural 
outgrowth of capitalist economies. Look to the 
enormous human cost of the Vietnam War. A war 
which was fought to preserve a capitalist sphere of 
influence. 
Capitalism even destroys those things which 
cannot be seen or touched. It has cornipted the 
world's morals and its principles. It has given birth 
to a social existence in which the only thing that 
matters in human relationships is a dollar, a mark, 
a franc, or whatever. If one considers the- never 
ending vastness of the universe, it is absolutely 
insane to believe that a symbol of monetary worth 
should bl the essence of human existence. 
My point is this: Capitalism is withou.t a doubt 
responsible for the progressive murder of the 
world in which we live. But I will not stop here. 
Allow me to go a bit deeper. 
This monster did not create itself out of thin 
, air. Someone, somewhere put it together. 
continued from pllge four 
am currently '·'under 
investigation," too, with nothing· 
t~ worry abc;,ut. The thing that 
worries me·most is that most of 
those p_icked out by the 
bookstore staff have been black 
or other students in general. This 
hassle among the students by the 
bookstore cannot go unnoticed. 
Although I am not black, I will 
try to do everything I can to 
stop this kind· of belligerent 
discrimination by the bookstore. 
I am publicly asking, through 
the help of the Ithacan that the 
staff of the bookstore apologize 
publicly to those that have gone 
through this unnecessary singling 
out and hassle of investigation. 
Miguel Pagan 
Landon F 35 
Foreign Study 
To the Editor: 
Recently, many students have 
shown concern with the 
problems created by the energy 
crisis in Great Britain. Here, in 
the Foreign Study Office, we 
have received both sides of the -
story: letters from students who 
indicate a favorable situation for 
foreigners and reports of some 
students finding unfavora hie 
circumstances. We wonder where 
the truth of the matter lies. Are 
the stories in the press distorting 
the real situation in London? 
11te}~~· ~t'~IJ131"ft,l-1't J.~'.?~ Page 5 
Are students; who aie unable to 
cope with culture shock, 
blowing up the situation only to 
rationalize their uneasiness as an 
American abroad? 
These - are the kinds of 
questions and sentiments that 
have been perplexing us. Ed 
Vincent, the Director of Foreign 
Study, has sent a report of 
conditions in England as they 
affect the Ithaca College London 
students. Mr. Vincent writes, 
"Tlie Crisis: for foreigners, there 
isn't a cr1s1s, only 
inconveniences, like subway and 
train delays, and dimly lighted 
shops. For the British, however, 
there are extremely serious 
problems, in terms of finance, 
unemployment, government, 
and morale. The miners seem to 
be going on strike soon, and that 
will worsen conditions 
appears to be self-evident. Yes, 
·also consider ~e Jrq:ubled times 
here in the United States. 
Newspapers and gas pumps 
constantly remind us of a crisis, 
and gas rationing may not be far 
away. However, for some 
Americans, it feels more 
comfortable to remain here. 
Why struggle .ab.road i( you can 
struggle more securely here? The 
choice remains for you to make! 
In conclusion, I would like to 
include a quote from a student 
now studying in London. She 
writes, "London is one of the 
finest cities to go to. It's got so 
much to offer with the theatre 
pubs, people,· historical places: 
and museums. I love it here, and 
find the Ithaca College London 
Center to be one of the best 
learning experiences of my life!" 
Lois Applegate 
Assistant Coordinator of 
Foreign Study 
England is in a crucial state of Editors Note: 
affairs and is experiencing More Information on foreign study 
troubled times. But one must is available by contacting 
Claire Allen In Mueller 214 
Somebody gave birth to it, nurtured it, and helped 
it mature. Who gave life to this hideous creature? I 
will give you a clue. In present times and 
historically, who has vah,ied economic gain over 
human life? You guessed it~ the euro-american 
white boy. It is absolutely undebatable ,that 
capitalism is a,white european phenomenon. With 
the exception of Japan, capitalist exploitation is a 
societal characteristic unique to white cultures. 
And even Japan can be used to support my 
argument. Because after all, who taught the 
Japanese to be Capitalists? . 
Capitalism is the white boy's creation. Now how 
does he stand in relation to the destruction that it 
has brought upon the world? Has he done 
anything to stop this creature's devastation of the 
globe? No. In fact he has encourag~d it and has 
done everything within his .power to see that it 
grows. So white boy you are guilty. Guilty of 
creating ·and continually nourishing a monster that 
destroys all for a dollar, a mll.rk, a franc, or 
in yourself 
quad system 
whatever. · 
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An ll_ncorrupt Cop Wins In T'1e Big Apple: 
·' -
By -Steve Swartz 
Frank Serpico is the kind of cop who doesn't 
believe in beating street· punks into confessing 
their crimes; he v,ears his hair long and a fu 
manchu mustache; he "lives" with women, doesn't 
get· married. He goes to ballet, takes· courses in 
Spanish, listens to opera. What kind of a cop is 
this? The kind of cop_ who doesn't accept money 
from junk kings, who refuses to accept the fact 
that most of his comrades-with-arms do, refuses to 
sit back and allew corruption to flourish 
throughout the New York police department. 
Serpico, adapted for the screep from the book 
by Peter Maas by Waldo Salt Midnight Cowboy 
(scen~rist) and Norman Wexler, is a movie about 
cops and robbers for people that are fed up to here 
with the· Dirty Harry school that has become such 
box-office stuff as of late. Incorporating all of the 
action and hard-core street toughness of the Harry 
school, Serpico stands · apart. because of its 
intelligence and truthful gutsyness. The notion 
made popular in Dirty Harry that there's crime 
and junkies and psychos running around because a 
few liberal d.a. 's let murderers get away with it, is 
llispelled here. Turn 'the department back to the 
cops, Harry said, and your streets will be safe. The 
credo of these films is best expressed by 
Harry the Second in Magnum Force: "lt's o.k. to 
shoot people if the right people get shot." But 
who are those right people? Harry, as super-cop, 
knows that the fat cats are the rightpeople to get 
offed; like hell they are. In Serpico we see how 
likely it is that Mr. Plainclothes is going to waste 
Mr. Organized Crime. As one cop put it to Serpico, 
"Sure, we bust the Spies and the Niggers, but we 
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Serpico knows where the real crime is at: there's. 
junk on the' street, numbers and such pools, 
becau1,e the fat cats have bought out the 
department. At first Serpico over-looks the graft, 
but as the corruption becomes more inten-se he 
becomes unable to tum · the other cheek. He 
becomes consumed by his crusade to bring the 
crooked cops to the attention of his superiors. , 
Forget it: the Commissioner only cares about 
preserving the status quo. He'll allow a few 
small-fry cops to get burned, but stay away from 
the big boys. Where have we witnessed this 
. mentality before? Curiously enough, Serpico is 
finally forced to go to an outsid~ source for help: 
none other than the New York Times. More and-
more, I feel th
0
at the conscience of our society lies 
with a few brave individuals and on the editorial 
desks of the Times and The Washington Post. 
Sidney Lumet directs Serpico ~with a tough, 
no-hokls-barred style that compleme~ts perfectly 
his cop's singleness of purpose- and refusal to 
buckle under. At home in New York, Lumet 
brings to this film the familiarity and 
street-wisdom that is so necessary tp its success. 
This is clearly his best · film since 'fhe 
Pawnbroker-another film where he unbared the 
city in all its pain and complexity. He treats 
Serpico with the same care and, in its own way, it 
comes across jus_t as powerfully. · 
Al Pacino delivers a tour de force as Frank 
Serpico. ·He never becomes too self-righteous (an 
attitude not inconceivable considering the obvious 
judiciousness of his cause and . the odds stacked 
against him) I can't help but say it: Pacino reminds 
me of Dustin Hoffman-the same versatility, 
believability, they even look a little alike. John 
Randolph, as Inspector Green, and Tony Roberts, 
as Serpico's friend with political connections, are-
- also very g~od. Superb is the man who portrays 
_ Captain McLain-a genteel policeman, a devout · 
Catholic who· leads retreats of faith-a man who 
would be completely sympathetic were it not for 
the fact that it doesn't seem as though he cares if 
Se'rpico gets screwed. - · · 
Serpico does' have some faults: ·Frank's women 
seem to have marriage· on their min~s a lot; and;· 
even though he's going through hell, they accept a 
'lot of verbal abuse. His lovers walk out on him in 
the end, ending their affairs with him much as he 
ends his affair with the department and his 
crusade; but before , they do they seem too 
wooden: too much like the wives of !'The 
Rookies"-who function only as someone to come 
home to; to ·act as· a sounding board to the cop 
spouse's "angst_". _ 
Those faint of heart be wary of Serpico: it's 
bad, tough, · and honest: Lot's of blood and 
guts ... but. a movie too important ·ror you to miss. 
. Serpico is currently playing at The Temple 
Theater. 
A little pen:onal note: as a movie-lover from 
way back, I heartily applaud the arrival of the new 
ownership of Ithaca's ·four theaters. They have 
promised first-run films, they seem to be 
delivering, and for a community that's suffered 
under the yoke of third and fourth run films for so 
long, this· new policy heralds a Golden Age. The 
dayS' of double features of In the Attic and Wild in 
the Streets appears to-·be over. Movie-going 
brothers and sisters, we have endured tyranny for 
so long--our salt-tears- have soggied our 
Buttercups-but we have over-come. 
--from The Gospel According to Sam Goldwyn. 
Dear 11Teaneck1 '--
You're obnoxious, but we like you 
anyway!!! Happy Valentine's Day! 
Love. 
.. Ramsey., 
A VALEN,TINE TO MIKE HUNT 
Roses are red, Violets are blue. I 
finally figured out Just who are you. 
Dear S.M. 
My pati"eflce is not eternal. Wh,·, 
are we going to talk, we really ne,, 
to. Emptions and feelings can be ve. Y 
hard to express sometimes • 
Dear Gettysburg--
We miss YOU. Please come back 
soon!!! Happy Valentine's Day! 
Dear Bear-
Love, 
Sue and Cheryl 
I'm really glad I met you ••• who 
else has a color t.v. to watch! Happy 
Valentine's Day. 
U.-0.B. 
Love, 
Heinz 
Dear Dan (E.T.504), 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
Love 
13 minutes and 11 seconds. 
Dear Joe-
Valentines Day is an awful time to 
be forgotten • so have a nice day 
(Jean, too!) 
Pam 
Dear Jod,-
Smile! Boston's a dirty city 
anyway. 
Pam 
To the fifth floor beauties, 
Have a Happy Valentine"s Day. 
From their honorary member 
Dear M.G., L.P., D.M., and L.S.-
1 just want you to know that I love 
you all. I'm really lucky to have such 
great friends. Happy Valentine's 
Day!!! 
Love always, 
L.W. 
Baldlng, Phlegmatic, lethargic and 
spastic, A tired Holden Caulfield* 
Whose teeth are pure plastic! 
*see Catcher in the Rye 
Love and Kisses, 
Robin Fisher 
P.S. In actuality, the Fisher File Is 
really a "Ten Most Expendable List", 
and guess what, Mike? You're 
number one! 
To Stan, 
Even though I've said "I love 
you:• so many times before, each 
time I, say it honey, I mean it more 
and more. 
Happy Valentine's Day to us 
Bugabear -
Dear Doug, 
_ Happy Valentine's Day to the man 
of our dreams! 
Love, 
Bud and Bud Jr. 
Foon the Harvard Girl, 
When you are hear! I can feel the 
heat My head starts throbbing. •• It's 
as red as .a beet Don't say ,..no .. 
honey Let me bite your seat I Jove 
everything about you Including your 
feet. Need I say more? I LOVE VOU! 
. Iggy von Iggy 
Dear Peter, 
If you won't_ be my valentine, 
• howsa 'bout marryin' me? 
Love, 
Morris 
"'YOlrH. PJ>fCECT/ON- OUR PROFESSION"' 
BROKERS 
Rohn I S. Hnot hro~ d 
-Rohn I I.. B111,1hr11ycl 
' 
\\'~li.1111 Fh 11 
Cl:i~s of• 2-f 1 
Class of '60" 
:--- ---- ('.L.U. 
S.'I 
DearMB-
1'11 always be there when you'·e 
flipping in. Happy Valentine's Day. 
vour Room,, 
Ast•a 
Dear Other Hat, 
Through the classifieds? Anot11 r 
note of affectlon •. .so·meday soon. 
HAT, 
To Parents and Friends at Hon,, 
subscribing to The Ithacan, 
Happy Valentine's Day. Thar.. 
you for your patience. 
Sincere! . 
The st. r 
I love the ankle attached to t: , 
Rankell. But the rest Isn't BA J 
EITHER! 
Dear Robyn, 
_ Vou have 15 more picture~ to 
valentine. 
T·, 
Dear Tex, 
· I'm still waiting for you to mot 1 
for my next 15 Paintings, Valenti · 
honey . 
Dear Mike Hunt-
Lo, 
Cand, -
You know I love you! Thanks f r 
the previews • happy typing ar J 
happy trails. 
All my 10, 
s 
P.S. May a napkin fall off your I 
too! 
Dear Gertrude and your ,daught• 
Lorraine, 
Your (Plural) two boys want to t, 
your VALl!NTINES. · 
Adge, Gail, Jae, Lois, Lu, Me . 
Robyn, Steffie, Vickie, and othen, 
I love you all! 
Dear Linda, 
tt ls with great h;ipplnen that one, 
-again you be my valentine. · 
,' 
Your Dahlin-
R1ndall Cr.and.;-
Ithaca College Siudents : 
- ~ . 
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lri$h. Rock· 'n -Roll Meets ''Th:e Tai.n'' 
informed. If all records were worthy only of 
oblivion, then of course there would . be no use. 
But records were worthy only of oblivion,-then of 
_!IJ B~ Henk cours~ there would be no use. But fortunately, 
such is not the case. Once in a great V(hije a real 
goodie ·comes· along. And it's my duty, as I see it, 
to pass the word along when, and if, it does. Which 
brings us to the record in question this particular 
week (ah, finally). · 
Well, it's deadline time again. And here I sit 
with the most pessimistic ·blank stare. This is my 
second and last chance. You see, I've already 
written one intro to this article. But· I ,i::ould see it 
waS". turning· into another one of those rather 
elaborate but useless intros that I've been so · 
famous for in the past: There I was, rambling on 
and on about musical "and historical roots, or 
something equally inane. I'd written _a page and a 
hl!lf without saying a sin__gle word about the album , , 
I was about to review. Who was it told me about 
conciseness? Could it have been that crazy bitch I 
had for English back in high school? Oh, how I 
hated · English.. All those · god-damn poets, 
romanticists, calvinists, Shakespeare and all the 
shit. What a useless crock o'manure. Jesus, here I 
go again. Get to the point will ya, and quit just 
trying to fill space. Ah, yes. 
· Let's get to the point. The album of the week 
this lucky-week is Horslips' The Tain, on Atco 
records. Very basically, Horslips is an Irish rock 
band playing-wouldn't you just know it-Irish 
rock. They mix Irish pipes, flutes, whistles and the 
like with t:he more modem electric instruments, 
Instrumentally they're quite good-very good in 
fact. Vocally the h_armonies ring true, while the 
individual performances could be a bit stronger, In 
other words, they're only slightly above 
average-though enough so to make it quite 
interesting. 
The album itself, the group's second, is a 
concept Ip ("Oh no_, not another one"). We 
Americans may find it kind of hard.to relate to, 
but The Tain itself is the supposed Irish. equivelent 
of the Aeneid, the event actually occurring 
approximately 500 B.C. How closely the lyrics of 
Horslips' 'epic tale follow the actual manuscript is 
anybody's guess. The inner sleeve assists- the 
ignorant. in coming to grips with the situation. It 
seems' like kind of a dumb story to me, bl!,t who 
am I to question history? "Get back to the music, 
you nerd." Ah, yes. 
This column is supposed to be devoted to 
music; record r_eviews, and the like. Every week, 
every other week, and · monthly at feast, I'm 
allowed to spew out my bombastic.rhetoric on th~ 
record of my choice. Concise, clear and -to the· 
point. Like hell .. ~ Opinion, personal prejudice and 
full of as much eloquent verbalism as I can 
logically cram it with, more than likely. But a 
necessary evil, nonetheless. How else could the 
record junkies of the ~orld enlighten the less well 
always-to mY faggot friends. 
llat can 
tiling! 
Cindy Leigh 
I s.ay? Thanks for 
1974 Lemon 
he Basketball Player wit!' the 
t legs, 
a-nks for these fourteen 
erful days. 
Love, 
Princess 
II my ladles at Rowland Hall, 
PPY Valentine's,Day. 
Lowe, 
Mike at the Physical Plant 
11 my constituents at Terrace 11 
appy Valentine's Day. 
John and Frances, 
LoVe, 
SSII 
ngie" told us to wish you a very 
PY Valentine's Day. 
he Dqgout crowd, 
Love, 
O.Ouo 
he happiest of Valentine's Days. 
Love .. 
The Terrific Trio 
r Ellen, 
Passed the exam without your 
. But thanks anyway. Happy 
·ntine's Day. 
Paul 
r Iris, 
can't live without you. Will you 
ry me? 
Paul 
r Paul, 
thought you'd never ask. I love 
. Yes. Yes. Ves. · 
Love, 
Iris 
r Peggy, . 
appx_ Valentine's Day. H:ne a 
t, I'd rather have your legs. 
Paui 
semate - Needed · · 4 bedroom· 
se in l.amml on-4tle take. Big 
llres, one dog, one cat. 2 ponies. 
a month and gas -and Utilltles. 
~73-5670 for JIIL ·,. · 
Dear John K. 
·we want you as a Balentine. 
Dear RobbY, 
Love, 
Schlitz 
, Happy BlrthdaY to·you and Happy 
· Valentine's Day too! 
BigJ-
Nice 
warm .•• 
Vic-
you're 
I 
Love, 
'Leah 
up here, now I'm 
Love, 
Hurman 
Now ·that we've destroyed the 
myth about "'never on Sunday" let's 
work on Mon.-Sat. Happy 
Valentine's Day. 
To one and all-
Love, 
Sunday Driver 
A Very Happy Valentine's Day. 
Love, 
John, Luigi and T J. 
Dear Palll and Andy, 
You don't know me, but thanks 
for the t"eassurance that a friendship 
like yours can still exist in today's 
world. 
Pythias 
,_ Nancy R-
Vou•ve moved! (But no one knows 
where to) I'd really like to discuss 
biology sometime.,. 
An Admirer 
r 
Dea~Oave, 
Happy Valentine's DaY, gooclluc:k 
.. tonight with your 9hotography 
exhibit. Sorry we can't be there. 
Here's to our next ethnic: dinner. 
Leah and Peggy 
To MY Valentine, 
Happy Valentine's, Ar.nlversary, 
and vacation. Ought to be a good 
time, Superstar. Can we be valentines 
next year too? 
Sylvia-
Love, 
Cindy 
Happy Valentines Oay. Thanks for 
everything. 
Love, 
Roommate 
To Harry- . 
Joy is the overwhelming feeling· 1 
get from being with You, 
From Marla 
Sand 0-
Love to you and your expected 
arrival. Happy Valentines Day. 
Dear Oum 
Thanx so 
times. 
sue and Leslie 
for all those boring 
Lovingly, 
Diet 
Dear Karen, 
Good 1uc:k- on the art opening. 
Hope it makes your Valentine's Day 
special. sorry we can't be there, 
Peggy and Leah 
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Fairport fans and the like are the ones that 
really should take note of this one, More rock 
based than any of its musical predecessors, 
Horslips weave their magic surprisingly well 
throughout the entire first side. It's been slipping 
its way onto my turntable with increasing 
regularity of late, and with no apparent signs of ill 
effect, In all truthfulness, I quite like it, It's just a 
damn· shame side two can't hold up to the 
excellence' exhibited by its other half. The 
instrumental 1'Silver Spear" and "Time To Kill" 
are the 'only standouts to the side, marking this 
2nd Horslips effort as something less than flawless, 
The rest is pleasing, but hardly a reflection of the 
band's apparent capabilities. Flawed though it may 
be, side one continues to spin and spin on my 
trusty.-AR. So if you're the type, it might be wise 
to try it on yours. Ah, yes. 
RECOIU ):-, HE\' IE\\ Ell IIEH F. 
\,.\IL \BI.E \T 
\1 tl)TO\\ !\ H ECOH 1>:--~ 
GLOSSARY 
Inter-A prefix meaning "among; between; 
together," 
Intra-A prefix meaning "within; inside," 
INTRAcampus Mail. 
Don't miss our STOREWIDE VALENTINES" DAY SALE 
Today Only· Thursday. February 14 
All LP\ 40'/, off cost 
() 
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lttv· sports litpi,,gS11ccessf11/· H~: .. ::::::.::.l~ ·-R=a··s-:·-' : ,:. .·: t /, 
'· · Council on Wednesday February 
6, · the seven proposals endorsed 
by Student Congress <;oncemin'g 
tne Phillips-Berrigan affair were 
"brought before , the members 
. present for a vote ,of approval. 
. Fifty members of ·the . council 
r 
- necessity for such elaborate was devised, with the technical ICTV, the student operated · t f M p I Ab rt 
Preparations, such · as the assis ance o r. au e , cable operation on campus, has th t Id 't th t 
strinaing of r.abl_es from the sJ·te a wou penm e games o 
recently made inroads into the 00 7 • d Ii · t' d f 'd 
of the game tci the studios. With be came ve, ms ea o vi eo 
area of sports broadcasting. · f b d t d 1 t the truck operational by the taping, or roa cas a ay a er, Ithaca College television first W'th th d k l 'd 
- ·· clos·e of the season, the i e gmun wor ai , 
started covering major sporting G b t television crew trav,eled to Brzezicki and reeen ,set a ou 
events last spring when Mark · t th tud t Cutten and Henry ~erman Hobart to tape the game there, putting oge er a s en crew, 
undertook the project of video later . playing it back for the numbering about twenty five, 
taping several Bombers college and· downtown that would be competent and 
basketball games, and then community. reliable enough· to be entrusted· 
playing them back over cable When the 1973 Basketball with the task of sett,ing l]P and 
channel.seven the following nite. season started, the project was breaking down a large quantity 
After successfully airing several taken over by Stan Brzezicki and of ~pensive equipment, and 
of the home games and John G~een;.both sophomores in sending the game over the cable 
the School of Communications. live. · 
establishing something of a 
tradition, Cutten and Berman 
continued broadcasting sports 
this past fall when the Bombers 
opened their I 973 football 
season. During the fall sports 
season, five games were taped, in 
black and white here on campus, 
which entailed the physical 
transportation of a large 
quantity of electronic 
equipment from the Performing 
Arts Building to the field and 
the construction of a temporary 
control room for the duration of 
each taping. During the latter 
part of the season, the School of 
Communications acquired a 
remote van, eliminating the 
Since the college had also On Monday, January 21, 
acquired a complete color when the Bombers took on 
system about the same time as. Lockhaven, the college -and 
the remote truck, the proposal downtown community saw the 
for the televising of this season's first live and in co\or program 
basketball games was expanded leave the . IC campus. The 
to provide color coverage instead Lockhaven game and the more 
of the black and white that had recent Cortland game were both 
been used up until that point. judged to be successes. With 
With the help of faculty advisors Stellar Stereo and the Rosebud 
Mr. Don Woodman and Dr. providing grants for the first two 
James Treble, plus ·the telecasts, ICTV saw the 
experience already gained thru culmination of over two months 
the previous football and of work on this season's 
basketball seasons, the proposal basketball work and three 
was approved in the hope that seasc;ms of covering sports 
color would improve the quality remotes. Both Brzezicki and 
of the signal and attract a better Green attribute that success 
audience. In addition, a system largely, to the efforts of the 
crew. "These programs are a fine 
example of a large number of 
people working together to 
make an extensive production 
run smoothly. Without a group 
of that quality, the very notion 
of a live and in color broad_cast 
would have been _impossible". 
Faculty advisor Don Woodman 
agreed, adding that "the 
opportunity for this type of 
~N RIGHT AT I~A 
BEAR LEFT 4 8Loeks 
practical experience would be of 
great value when the students· 
C""> entered the industry after 
~.:.... ________________________ v __ gradu_ation". . 
5prinQ 
I 
·facult; 
were at _the meeting, and it was . ' 
decided to send a written ballot s . ' . eye 
of approval to all 'faculty urv 
members of the School of . , 
Humanities· ancf Sciences. · 
. - . 
Of the 73 faculty members supported ay -rorty-four faculty 
who responded ejtber through niem'bers, with' -twenty-five 
the written ballot or at the against and four abstaining .. The 
meeting, forty-seven endorsed.proposal asked a· full 
the first proposal, which documentation by President 
required an explanation of Phillips to local and . national 
President Phillips concerning m e di a c oncer n in g tlt e 
"the sequence of events which withdrawal of the job offer. 
led ... to the offer ... and Onlythirty-fivefacultymemben; 
subsequent decision to ~ithdraw sup.ported ~e fourth- plat~onn 
that offer." On this issue, there which reqwred of Presiden 
were twenty-four facµlty Phillips the dil:closure of '~th 
members who voted· no, with sources of any input be receiv.ed 
two abstentions. Fifty'· members in the process of making . his 
endorsed the second proposal, decision.'.' Thirty-four .members 
with twenty-three voting against voted it down, · with four 
and no abstentions. abstaining. 
The second demanded that The fifth proposal, requesting 
President Phillips acknowledge an explanation of President 
the students and faculty in the Phillips of his stand that ~e 
decision-making process of the College would suffer a f'mancial 
College. The third proposal w~ 
continued on page nine 
l'IHA~A 'S EX~tl/SIVE . 
AUFHO/IIZEll llEC::SAlll IIIA£DI 
lxaert Watch -Jew•h-y aep.a.i119 
••mounting of Diamon4s 
~r J: +h(Wl. Co lle,e, 
a..nd -their Q.r\lhe s 
'fne£S-t-1u ~ude: 
·~Tnp~r- . 
. • Sa,ch ~ en dl0tCC ot hotel,. 
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,Ru11lor ·. Has It ... continued from- page eight loss if Father Berrigan were to ~ecome a faculty member, was 
endorsed by forty members of 
the council, turned down by 
twenty-nine, with four 
abstentions. Fifty faculty 
members agreed that President 
Phillips should take immediate 
action to establish a composite 
committee to deal with 
formulating procedures to hire 
visiting faculty members. 
- By Mike Hunt - . . 
Last week in the height of the 
•Berrigan controversy, President 
· Phillips, out of need for more 
• communication with the student· 
body (36-24-36) called for a 
· community meeting. Mike Hunt, 
Rumor Reporter, was there. In 
fact many in the audience 
,observed the profound Mr. Hunt 
in action without knowing who 
he was. Although few people 
may have realized who Mike 
Hunt was, fewer still realized the 
identity of a certain moustached 
young man with longish hair 
who stood next to Mr. Hunt. 
Rumor has it that this man 
with such commanding presence 
was none other than Theodore 
Baker, Dean of the School of 
Humanities and Sciences. Mr. 
Baker is called Teddy by his 
friends, of which this reporter is 
not one at the present time and 
would expect to be even less of 
one at the end of this column. 
Teddy, making OJ:le of his rare 
public appearances, was attired 
·lured downtown until there will 
be a new great, grand, free 
Ithaca College on Buffalo Street 
in b~autiful downtown Ithaca. 
Justification for this scheme is 
plentiful. It is within walking 
distance of the Salty Dog, the 
Haunt, and the Tavern. Also, 
according to the projections 'it 
will take ten minutes less for 
Domino's to reach the campus. 
But the main reason is that it 
will reduce· hitch-hiking by at 
least 50%. 
The plans do not stop here. If . 
1-l and S is successful in moving 
all of LC. back downtown the 
next step is Cornell and from 
there ... the world? After all 
where is Theodore (Teddy) 
Baker and why am I saying all of 
these terrible things about him? 
1 Twenty voted no, and there 
were three abstentions. 
On the seventh proposal, 
forty were in agreement, and 
thrity oppose9 that the previous 
proposals reached by Student 
Congress should go into effect 
retroactiv~ly, and that the offer 
of a visiting professorship to 
Father Berrigan be again 
considered by a committee of 
faculty, students and 
1dministrators. 
targum_ crossword 
1 2 3 4 5 7 8 9 10 
fashionably in a sport coat, tie,. 
and socks. Looking at this 14 
fashionable young man I could ..,,1.,,.7-t--+--only speculate as to why many 
have said that he has retired as i---+--1---1 
of late from campus affairs. Why 
should such a dynamic young t,n,,-+-+---it--1 
man want to seclude himself --------
from an exciting (ho-hum) 
college environment? 
Curiosity overwhelmed this 
reporter and I turned my ear to 
the wall so to speak, and with 
the help of Physical Plant. 
1
....,.-+--1---11--+-
bugged his office. Bugging is not 
an easy thing to do (and if you ..,_,,-+--1--1--
d on 't believe me ask any 
plumber c/o Atlanta Prision), J=-+-+--
but the hour and a half needed ____ _ 
for this operation were easily 
alloted to me by the H and S 
bureacracy which took two 
hours to - approve my eighteen 
credits. . 
Rumor has it that behind the 
walls of H. and S an insidious 
plan has been launched by our 48 Brahmanic precept _ 14 Preclude 
illustrious Dean Teddy. The goal ACROSS 50 Surrealist painter 16 Athletic contests 
of this program is to create a 1 Tu,:lcic tribesman 51 Peer Gynt 's mother 19 Compensate 
Free Ithaca College. In fact, 6 Of :the Church 52 Ejectors 22 Fonner Italian 
11 On one's back 54 Pre - colony 
Liberal Arts is to, seceed from 12 south American 55 Lachrymator 24 Punctured 
the campus and to take up plains . 57 Inheritance-seizers 26 Moslem Bible 
residence in the soon to -be 14 Of the intestine 59 Deprive of food 2B Attack unfairly 
· d B d H ( h 15 Son of David 60 Sex glands 30 Loud continuous 
acquire or man ouse t e 17 Espy- 61 Contemptuous look noise 
old LC. administration building). 18 Passes away: time 62 Famous cow 32 Pertinent 
From this position, it is hoped - 20 Golf ten11 35 Brilliancy of 
that other departments will be 21 Prefix: far DOWN achievement 
Savingsupto 
50% . 
Goon.a 
dothing 
spree 
without 
goingon 
aspencllng 
spree 
Looking 
like you've 
really bee11 :" 
extraw..,-.~ 
doesn't 
take 
alotof 
•o••Y . 
· lntaliopplllg 
.. Shalimar 
Shalimar i.a...,:..allout 
•••ytli ... to ••It• a 
-·•nae• ...... 
................ 
.... k ... 
23 Raise one's spirits 36 Sounds 
24 Father: Fr. Pertain1ng to a 37 Intentions to 
25 - Mountains guardian injure 
27 Alkaline solution 2 Imitate 38 Binder 
28 Danube· tributary 3 Weary 39 Land area 
29 Geologic time 4 Like an old woman 40 With ice cream 
divisions 5 Part of GM's 41 Bannister and 
31 Egyptian ruler inventory others 
33 Prefil<: three 6 Mustard - 42 Sour substances 
34 For each 7 American playwright 45 Baseball great 
35 Participant 8 Bridge tenn 48 Urbane 
39 Chilean desert 9 Collection 49 Tree: Sp. 
43 Comedian Myron - 10 Loungers 52 .Frightful giant 
44 Mythical bird 11 Billy Gilbert's 53 - SOuci 
46 Remaining fragment trademark 56 Sped 
47 Italian coin 13 Nighttime party 58 Siamese: va~. 
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RICHARD HARRIS SUNDAY NIGHT 
AT 8:30 FORDIIALL 
MAYERS SMOKE SHo·p 
lp•ei•lizint in 
All- Smoker's Supplies 
Paperbound Books 
Pipe Repairs 
Magazines 
·Newspapers 
N,kt To $trt111d TIJ,t1t,, 
J18 E. lt•t, It. 
Come In And Get Acquainted 
ASIATIC CARDEN 
CHINESE-AMERICAN FOOD 
118 W State St 
open tues 
thru sun Since 1931 
carry-out 
s~rvic:e 
for a chan~e 1n cuisine try 
ASIA TIC GARQEN 
., 
I ~ 
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s:PORTS· 
I.C~ Swimmers Split 
By Dave Rives with his second victory of the by that distance_. He was clock~ 
afternoon, this one in the 200 j in at :51.2 seconds, four-tenths 
The IC swimmers split two Fly, with teammate Peter Dodge under the existing varsity mark 
meets on the road last week, placing third. That cut RPI's of : 51.6, set by Phil Hopfe two 
losing a tough one to Hobart by lead to three points, 32-29. The years ago. The time; however, is 
60-49, but coming back to upset Engineers · momentarily pulled not an official record, coming 
powerful RPI at Troy, N.Y. last away, going one-three in the 100 off a relay start, instead of a 
Saturday. That win was their Free, as Gillies was touched out watch start. It didn't seem to 
second in three meets, bringing of first by four-tenths of a matter too much, though IC had 
their overall record to· 3-7-1, second, but IC held on, coming upset the Engineers of RPi. 
with four meets left on the back with a one-three finish in . 
schedule. the 200 Back, with Stahl and 
In analyzing the RPI meet, Steve Kunkel. The meet 
Varsity Coach Bill Ware pointed continued to seesaw, as RPI 
out that, "It was· a team effort went one-three in the 500 Free, 
all the way. Everyone came sandwiching Danyla into second. 
through, especially in the final LC. refused to give up any more 
relay." ground, and retaliated with the 
The Bombers knew that they one-three finish of Wilson and 
hadtheirworkcutoutforthem Mark Laffin the 200 
at Troy. Undermanned in the Breaststroke. Wilson's time of 
opening 400 medley relay, 2:28.9 was his best to date, 
Ithaca found itself behind early, bringing him just two seconds 
7-0. RPI continued to pour it away from the varsity mark, set 
on, going one-three in the I 000 by Phil Hopfe two years ago. 
Free, with !C's Steve Danyla . 
second and one-two in the 200 With two events to go, RPI 
Hobart Loss 
Some days,-nothing seems to 
go right. The Ithacans had just 
lost a diver, and- their only 
backstroker, and were heading 
into a- tough meet with rival 
Hobart. Both colleges have had 
some close exciting meets in the 
last few years. Two years ago, IC 
caught the Statesmen from 
behind, 58-55. Last year at the 
IC pool, Hobart squeaked by 1 57-56. This year's battle just 
seemed to be an off one for the 
Bombers, as they lost by 60-49. 
"The meet was a nightmare," 
moaned, Ware. "We just didn't 
put it together." 
Ithaca lost the opening relay 
by inches, and were swept in the 
1000 Free. Walters could only 
manage a second in the 200 
Free. Once again, Gillies 
delivered with a victory in the 
By N. Bevan 
The Ithaca College Women's 
Ice Hockey Team was downed in 
their debut 8-2 by The Ithaca 
· City Senior AU-Stars at Lynah 
Rink Saturday night. 
I.e. opened the scoring when 
Janet Barr found a loose 
rebound and tucked it under a 
surprised All-Star goalie at the 
14:28 mark of the first period. 
The All-Stars tied it at 10:31 
when Dorien Williams tipped in 
a Margie Wilcox shot from the 
moment allnigbt. · 
The women packsters will-be 
playing _the 'WTKO disc jockeys 
in a benefit game y'et to be 
scheduled sometime in the next 
week~ They will then be playing 
Cornell March 18 at 7:00 pm at 
Lynah. They bit the road the 
22nd for two games in }iockey's 
capital Boston and down to 
Brown March 8th and· 9th. They 
are the alternate. team for the 
Cornell invitational March 1st 
and 2nd should some team be 
unable to-make it. point. LC. broke the tie· at 5:06 ____ 1!11 ________ _. 
when Captain Chris O'Connor BADNEWS BOWµNG 
set up Joanne Lafond on a The l.C. Badnews bowling team 
pretty passing play that won the city men's tournament 
~riginated deep in their own this past weekend at Ides Lanes. 
zone. The score remained tied 
until the third period when the The group of Data Processing 
All-Stars surged out ahead to employees will re~eive their 
stay. championship trophy· February 
I.C. was caught on several 16th during ceremonies at the 
three on one breaks and seemed lanes. 
HANDICAP , to lack scoring drive with· a 'mere · 18 shots in three periods. 
However, Head Coach Pai--. 
Bertrand was quick to point-out Tom Norton ........... :725 
his team played a good game Randy Saxton .......... :iiS4 
those first two periods despite Jerry Buckland .......... 648 
the fact they had not skated all Rich Chandler ........... 636 
week prior to the game. J.C. Rich Ball ............... 630 
goalie Sue Swanson stopped 30 
shots, ~ever having a dull TEAM TOT AL ......... 3293 
THE PLANTATION 
-~ ~
_ COMMON AND EXOTIC PLANTS 
PLANTS MAKE EXCELLENT 
VALENTiNE'S GIFTS. 
Fresb Cut Roses & Flower Bouquets 
Miniature Rose Plants ~ 
• Live Orcftid Plants, Imported Bonsai .;;.•· 
Aza~e · 
Terrariums · 
154 E. State St. Mon.-Sat. wa.m -bp m 
oppoaite Rothachild'11 Fri. 10 a.m.-9 p.m. _,d 
Free ~ith Steve Walters taking .still held on by three points, 
thirct'. Sprinter Bruce Gillies once s~-:41. ~fter Handler's ~econd 
again woke the Bombers up by d1vmg victory,_ that margm was 
winning the so Free. Teammate cut_ to _two pomts, 54-52. Once 
Kevin Van Remmen came in agam, 1t was all up to the final 
third. Next came the 200 IM relay. -The, situation was the 
with IC's tandem of Captain Jim same as it was at .Lockh~v~n, 
Stahl and Steve Wilson placing where the IC team of Gillies, 
one-two. For Stahl, the IM Walters, W~lson and Stahl pulled 
victory was his first of three out the v1~tory: 1:he cast was 
. wins, giving him fifteen points altered a bit this time, but the 
for the night, and ninety-six for results were the ~ame. After 200 
the season. "Those three wins yards of the closing race, W~ters 
were important," commented and Van ~emmen had given 
Ware "we needed the points" Ithaca a slight lead. Number 
With' four meets left, Stahl .is three man Wilson wJdened the 
beginning to close in on the 500 lead, much _to the enJoyment of 
career points mark. He needs 43 the_ hystencal Ithac_a bench, 
more to get it. He already owns which ha~ ~een emptied at the 
50 Free. He also wori the 100 
Free, as he combined with diver 
Handler for four of the team's r,: 
six individual wins. Handler won ! -
on both boards. The only other 
IC winners ·that afternoon were 
Wilson in the Breaststroke, and 
Stahl in the 200 Fly. IC' swept 
Potted Hyacinths C. Tulips ~
"273-7231 • . ~ Sorry. •r •1,-.tt *li•rr locally NI' LU" FTDonltn 
h t 1 · start -of this crucial race. It t e to a pomts record, broken 1 k d h I f RPI last year when he surpassed 00 e ope_ e~s or . , as 
previous record holder Dave anch~rman Gillies plun~ed m ~or 
Roberts' total of 296 points. the_ fmal I 00 yards. IC g leadmg 
Diver Scott Handler spnnter had a_lead of ten y~r~s, 
continued his strong diving with but swam as if he were trailing 
the 200 Breaststroke, with Laff 
coming in second closed out the 
meet with a victory in the final 
400 Free relay with Gillies, 
Walters, Van_ Remmen, and 
Stahl, but it didn't matter -
Hobart had locked it up three 
events earlier. 
a win in the one meter required 
diving. Handler left both RPI 
divers far behind in amassing 
I 43. 20 points for the victory. 
He also made short work of his 
opponents in the one meter 
optional diving later in the meet, 
to keep him neck and neck with 
Stahl in the race for the point 
scoring leadership on the team. 
COOK-GAUNIUff 
Stahl Again 
TRAVB. 
• 
•1ND1VIDUA~ & GROUF TRAVEL 
•EXCLUSIVE AGENTS FOR S.O.F .A . .. 
*INTRA-EUROIIEAN FLIGHTS&. TOURS 
273-3073 
iWE ~WGl:\G£'4.~t<T ~itl'G 
~c.. ~ St~\.£..-tCK"" ruJ,..-t.:...,.,."'-
q.Jatf:.en '5. J.E,Wtle,'l.~ 
cl/nti'!u.~ a,zJ E~tatE. J.e.wl!.L'LJ 
1SS Ple.cuant §to,u. <::/?oad 
'f!t/'iaca, dV.<y. 14850 
a::i"°iN -rlli:S.'3ltf , l/1"ll ~~ 
\'Cl I=<~ 4l'0 5" ~~­
~Vii.., \ti ti 1:1 S'f ~l'~llf't,.t...,-t" 
~'57-a.~~'S 
Stahl 
following 
came right back 207 N. AURORA ST ITHACA NY ~-
the required diving~~~==================-======::1111:...--------....,------.._,;~----··--...-., 
" 
FRIDAY HAPPY'S HOUR 
3:00 - 7-:00 
$1~00 PITCHER BEER 
M·UG C,LUB 1s-c ~,-1 thuritlatt 
MOST MIXED DRINKS .50.C . 
• ' - 1 • ••• '.:\ 
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By Bill Pucko · ' · 
If you're an up to date sports fan, then of 
course you have read this week's issue of Sports 
Illustrated. But if you're among the ignorant, let 
me be the first ,to inform. you. Alabama has the 
best girls in the countey. So says Andy Sederis. 
Andy has the enviabl!' job of girl hunt~rfor A.B.C. 
Sports during their N.C.A.A. football telecasts. So 
he should know. Sederis says the South is-the best, 
along.with the Southwest and Southern California. 
Othe~e he is not too kind. (Wisconsin girls get 
- their hairdo . hints from Field and Streani 
Magazine.) In Minnesota, the style is early 
lumberjack. And in Buffalo, the girls all look like · 
plant fore men. It's really a shame he never got to 
Ithaca. It's hard. to. think of a way tp cI¥sifY 
Ithaca girls. But I've got some money investe~ here 
and I wouldn't want to hlo:w it all now. 
Women Win 
By A.l. 
-., 
The 1'92-73 NYS Swimming 
and Diving Champions, Ithaca's 
own swimming women, virtually 
demolished Oneonta State in 
their recent meet. 
Earning eleven firsts, ten 
sei::onds, and five third place 
finishes, the Lady Ithacans 
utilized their entire team to 
engineer the · victory. Showing 
.. 
MIAA 
AHradions 
Coming up in the near future 
on the MIAA agenda are the 
Gymnastics Meet, weight lifting 
competition. Wristwrestling and 
· tug of war tourneys, and the 
foul shooting contest. 
Gymnastics: This meet will be 
held on February 25 from 7-10 
PM. Entries are due in the MIAA 
Office at its new location, room 
21 · Hill Center. Competition is 
open to both men and women. 
Weight Lifting: Entries due 
February 20. The organizational 
meeting is scheduled to be held 
in P-5 at 7 PM on February 22. 
Competition is set for the 
following day from 1-3 PM. 
Wristwrestling: Open to all 
students, faculty, and staff. 
Ent_ries due February 21 in 
MIAA Office. Competition will 
be the 22nd at 7 PM in the gym. 
Tug of War: Five men per 
team - four divisions. Entries are 
due February 20 at 3 PM. 
Contest to be held February 22 
at 7 PM in gym. . 
·Foul Shooting: Open to men 
and women, to be held in gym 
one of Hill on February 26 from 
7-10 PM. Entries accepted at 
site. 'Each entry gets 20 shots. 
Best of 20 wins. 
,( • I • 
The'lthac~, February 14, l9.:Z4.-Papll 
both depth and versitality, 
Ithaca outswam Oneonta in 
almost eveey event. 
Led by sophomore Cindy 
Piebes, who captured first place 
finishes in the 200 yd. freestyle, 
200 I.M., 100 yd. butterfly, and 
as a member of the 400 yd. 
medley and· 200 yd. freestyle 
relay teams; the Ithacans 
dominated throughout the entire 
meet. Also outstanding for 
Ithaca was senior Cheryl 
Kranzley, who earned two firsts 
- I 00 yd. freestyle and 200 yd. 
freestyle relay; a second in the 
100 yd. I.M.; and a third in the 
50 yd. butterfly. L. Eaton made 
a contribution to the Ithaca 
cause which includ~d three firsts 
- 100 yd. I.~ .• 50 yd. freeJtyle, 
' . 
and the 200 yd. freestyle relay. 
Senior Ellen Doutrich copped 
two firsts in the 400 yd. medley 
and the 50 yd. breaststroke, and 
a second in the 100 yd. 
breaststroke, where she finished 
behind Kathy Donaugh, who 
also placed second in the 50 yd. 
breaststroke and third in the 100 
yd. backstroke. Senior captain 
B.J. Weiser added to Ithaca's 
point total with second place 
finishes in the 50 yd. butterfly 
and the 200 yd. 1.)1:., and as a 
member of the winning 400 yd. 
medley relay team. 
In the optional dives, 
sophomores Sue Slovenski and 
Ellen Steege placed fi~rs ' and 
second, respectively. F shman 
Gail Kelly took secon in the 
required diving, while Slovenski 
wrapped up third. Ithaca came 
out on the winning end of the 
final 94-33 score. The Lady 
lthacans will next meet arch 
rival Cortland this week. 
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